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The first discovered extrasolar worlds – giant, “hot Jupiter” planets orbiting remarkably close9

to their parent stars [1, 2] – came as a surprise to solar-system-centric models of planet10

formation [3], prompting the development of new theories to produce these unexpected planets11

[4]. The striking dearth of observed nearby planetary companions to hot Jupiters („ 2% [5]) has12

been widely quoted as evidence in support of high-eccentricity tidal migration: a framework13

in which hot Jupiters form further out in their natal protoplanetary disks before being thrown14

inward, stripping systems of any close-in planetary companions [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. By contrast,15

we demonstrate through a search for transit timing variations across the full four-year Kepler16

dataset that at minimum 13% of hot Jupiters have a nearby planetary companion. This subset17

of hot Jupiters must have a quiescent formation history such that they were able to retain18

nearby companions. We also demonstrate a ubiquity of nearby planetary companions to warm19

Jupiters, indicating that warm Jupiters typically form quiescently. We conclude with a new20

paradigm for the formation of short-period gas giants that is consistent with all current lines21

of evidence, in which Á 13% of hot Jupiters form in situ and the other À 87% undergo high-22

eccentricity migration.23
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The longest-standing puzzle in the study of exoplanets concerns how hot Jupiters – Jovian-sized exoplanets24

orbiting exceedingly close to their host stars – form and evolve [4]. Theoretical views on hot Jupiter formation25

largely fall into one of the following two main frameworks:26

1. Dynamical high-eccentricity migration, in which cold Jupiters are launched to highly eccentric orbits27

through planet-planet scattering [12, 7], Lidov–Kozai cycling [8, 9], or secular interactions [10, 11])28

followed by tidal friction. These dynamically hot processes violently deliver giant planets to their29

current orbits, leaving them isolated.30

2. Formation via quiescent mechanisms [13, 14, 15, 16]. These processes are dynamically cool, allowing31

nearby planetary companions to remain in the system.32

Previous population studies have demonstrated that hot Jupiters are rarely accompanied by nearby planetary33

companions analogous to those commonly observed in compact Kepler multi-planet systems (typically with34

period ratio P 1{P „ 1.5 ´ 4 and radius Rp „ 1 ´ 4R‘). This conclusion has been drawn based on a series35

of non-detections from Doppler velocimetric data [17], direct photometric searches for additional transiting36

planets in known hot Jupiter systems [18, 19, 20], and searches for aperiodic transits of detected hot Jupiters37

(“transit timing variations”, or TTVs) induced by interactions with nearby companions [18, 21].38

Recently, however, a few hidden nearby planetary companions to hot Jupiters have begun to emerge. These39

companions have become possible to detect through extreme precision photometric observations from the40

space (e.g. WASP-47 [22]; Kepler-730 [23]; TOI-1130 [24]), as well as through dedicated radial velocity (RV)41

follow-up measurements of known transiting hot Jupiters (WASP-148 [25]). These new discoveries provide42

strong evidence that at least some hot Jupiters form through quiescent mechanisms, while simultaneously43

suggesting that hot Jupiters’ nearby low-mass planetary companions, which may lie below the detection44

limits of past surveys, may be more common than previously thought.45

In this paper, we analyze TTVs across the full 17 quarters of Kepler data to estimate the occurrence rate46

of short-period gas giants with nearby planetary companions. A similar analysis of the first six quarters of47

Kepler data previously found no significant TTV signals among observed hot Jupiters [18]. By contrast,48

our search across the complete Kepler dataset reveals the presence of TTV signals for two hot Jupiters,49

as well as 14 warm Jupiters. Combining these new detections with an analysis of the underlying detection50

biases and completeness of the TTV method, we demonstrate that a minimum of 13% of hot Jupiter systems51

host at least one nearby planetary companion – a significant increase over previous findings that suggest a52

nearby companion rate of only „ 2% for hot Jupiters [5]. We also show that majority of warm Jupiters host53

a nearby planetary companion, indicating a predominantly quiescent warm Jupiter formation mechanism.54
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Synthesizing these two results, we conclude with a new framework for hot and warm Jupiter formation that55

accounts for these elevated companion rates together with all previous observational constraints.56

Results57

Sample Selection58

We searched the complete 17-quarter Kepler dataset for TTV signals observed across the full sample of59

validated, transiting Jupiter-sized planets (8R‘ ď Rp ď 16R‘) with orbital periods between P “ 1´300 days60

around F-, G-, and K-type main sequence stars. In total, our sample included 101 validated Kepler Jupiter61

candidates from Kepler DR25 (see Online Methods for sample selection details). We note that our final62

results depend very little on the precise sample boundaries on the Jupiters’ radius, orbital period, stellar63

temperature, and stellar surface gravity.64

TTV Pre-Processing65

We adopted transit times from two previous studies [26, 27], taking the most recent available estimate for66

transits included in both catalogues. We removed individual transit-time measurements that are flagged as67

outliers in [26], since they could lead to both false-negative and false-positive detections. Then, we re-fitted68

the outlier-free transit mid-times using a linear model and re-calculated the TTVs as the deviation of the69

observed transit mid-times from the linear orbital ephemeris.70

TTV Detection & Validation71

We applied three previously established TTV detection techniques to our sample in search of systems with72

(1) excess scatter based on the modified χ2 [28], (2) correlated variations based on the “alarm” A score [29],73

or (3) periodic signals based on the Lomb–Scargle periodogram [30] in their TTV measurements (see Online74

Methods for details). Each Jupiter that passed any of these three tests was identified as showing statistically75

significant TTVs, resulting in a set of 23 initial TTV candidates.76

To validate the identified TTVs, we then determined whether the TTVs of any candidates could have instead77

been caused by systematics or astrophysical sources other than planetary companions: namely, variations78

associated with stellar spots, sampling aliases, or perturbations from stellar companions. We also excluded79

systems whose TTVs are believed to be caused by very distant planetary companions (instead of nearby80

planetary companions; see Online Methods for the TTV validation details). In total, we validated 16 out of81

the 23 initially identified TTV signals, demonstrating that they are most consistent with an origin from a82

nearby planetary companion. These systems are shown in Figure 1.83
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Figure 1: TTV signals for the observed sample, broken into logarithmically spaced bins. The top row shows
where each system with TTVs lies in period-radius space, while the remaining panels show the observed
TTVs. The legend is provided in the lower left corner for reference. The x-axis of each panel spans the full
time range of Kepler primary mission observations, with the same range shown for each vertical column.
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Table 1: Summary of results from our full analysis of Kepler TTVs.

Period Bins 1.0 ď P ă 3.0 3.0 ď P ă 10 10 ď P ă 30 30 ď P ă 100 100 ď P ď 300.0 Reference
# of Jupiters 10 40 10 19 22 Kepler DR25, Observation

# of Jupiters with TTVs 1 1 2 4 8 This work, Observation

P(TTVs|Jupiters) 10.0% ˘ 10.0% 2.5% ˘ 2.5% 20.0% ˘ 10.0% 21.1% ˘ 10.5% 36.4% ˘ 9.1% This work, Observation

P(TTVs|Nearby Companions) 26.0% ˘ 2.8% 33.5% ˘ 3.0% 40.5% ˘ 3.2% 43.5% ˘ 3.4% 48.0% ˘ 3.3% This work, Simulation

P(Nearby Companions|Jupiters)
38.8% ˘ 37.6% 8.0% ˘ 7.4% 49.6% ˘ 25.7% 50.4% ˘ 23.7% 74.9% ˘ 20.0%

This work, Key Result
13% ˘ 7% 63% ˘ 14%

# of Jupiters with detected transiting companions 0 1 2 3 3 Kepler DR25, Observation

Expected # of Jupiters with detected transiting companions 2 ˘ 1 2 ˘ 1 2 ˘ 1 2 ˘ 1 2 ˘ 1 This work, Simulation

Our TTV detections are in excellent agreement with previous findings that also used the full 17 quarters84

of Kepler data to identify significant TTV signals [26]. We verified that the absence of TTV detections for85

hot Jupiters in earlier work, which incorporated only six quarters of Kepler data, results from the differing86

temporal baselines used in each study [18] (See Online Methods for the details of our comparison with87

previous studies).88

TTV Rate for Kepler Jupiters89

To determine the fraction of Kepler Jupiters with measured TTVs as a function of their orbital period, we90

divided the 101 Kepler Jupiter samples into five logarithmically spaced period bins between 1 ´ 300 days,91

and we calculated the fraction P(TTVs|Jupiters) of Jupiters with detected TTVs in each bin. The resulting92

fractions are provided in Table 1 and panelB of Figure 2, where the errors are given as binomial uncertainties.93

The number of Jupiter-sized planets is also provided for each period bin in Table 1, together with the number94

of those planets with detected TTVs. As shown in panel B of Figure 2, we find that TTVs are significantly95

more common in warm Jupiter systems than in hot Jupiter systems.96

TTV Biases97

To contextualize our findings, we next evaluated the detection sensitivity of the TTV technique to Jupiters’98

nearby companions P(TTVs|Nearby Companions). For a given planetary perturber mass m1, eccentricity99

e1, and period ratio P 1{P , the expected TTV amplitudes are larger for Jupiters with longer orbital periods,100

with signal-to-noise ratio101

SNRTTV „ P 5{6 m1

M˚
f

´P 1

P
, e1

¯´Rp

R˚

¯3{2

. (1)

Since SNRTTV „ P 5{6, all else equal, TTV measurements for hot Jupiters should have a lower SNR than102

analogous measurements of warm Jupiters. Therefore, the low rate of detected hot-Jupiter TTVs from the103

Kepler dataset may result in part from this detection bias.104
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Figure 2: Summary of the observed Kepler TTV rates, compared with simulated recovery rates to provide a
final occurrence rate of nearby companions to hot and warm Jupiters. Panel A: Our full sample in period-
radius space, shown in the context of confirmed planets. Panel B: Distribution of systems with Jupiter-sized
planets that show significant TTVs. Panel C: Simulated recovery rate of hot Jupiters with observed TTVs.
Panel D: Final combined result for the occurrence rate of nearby companions to Jupiter-sized planets as a
function of orbital period.
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Detectability: Injection-Recovery Tests105

Given the expected bias against observing TTVs in hot Jupiter systems, we next examined our detection106

completeness through a series of injection-recovery tests. For each of the five logarithmically spaced period107

bins used to determine the TTV rate of Kepler Jupiters, we generated a set of 200 trial Jupiters around108

solar-mass stars (M˚ “ 1.0 Md). The Jupiters’ orbital periods were randomly drawn from a uniform109

distribution, and planetary radii were randomly drawn from the Kepler DR25 Jupiter radius distribution110

(8R‘ ď Rp ď 16R‘). Planetary radii were then converted to planet masses based on a mass-radius relation111

[31].112

For each trial Jupiter system, we injected a nearby planet with a period ratio randomly drawn from the113

range spanned by Kepler multi-planetary systems (typically with P 1{P ă 4.0). We placed the injected114

planet on a circular orbit at a low mutual inclination imut “ 0 ˘ 10. Both interior and exterior perturbers115

were considered. We then generated transit mid-times of each trial Jupiter by integrating the systems over116

a span of 1, 500 days using the TTVFast code [32]. These transit mid-times were fed into our TTV detection117

pipeline to compute the fraction of trial Jupiters P(TTVs|Nearby Companions) showing detectable TTVs118

induced by the injected perturbing planets. We repeated this process 100 times for each period bin, and,119

using the standard deviation of the detection completeness across these 100 trials, we found that the TTV120

recovery rates are stable at the 3% level.121

We ultimately found that the TTV detectability increases with the orbital period of the transiting Jupiters122

(See panel C of Figure 2 and Table 1), in agreement with our analytic conclusion (Equation 1). For our123

two shortest-period bins of hot Jupiters (P ă 10 days), only 30% of the injected TTVs were identified124

successfully. This result reaffirms that the dearth of detected hot-Jupiter TTVs in previous studies likely125

results in part from detection biases. 44% of the injected TTVs were recovered in warm Jupiter systems,126

indicating a higher but still incomplete recovery rate.127

Implications for Nearby Planet Occurrence128

Finally, we estimated the intrinsic fraction of Jupiters with nearby companions P(Nearby Companions|Jupiters)129

by dividing our newly constrained Kepler TTV rates P(TTVs|Jupiters) by our TTV detection completeness130

P(TTVs|Nearby Companions). This result is provided in Table 1 and shown in panel D of Figure 2. We131

ultimately find that Á 13 ˘ 7% of hot Jupiters have nearby planetary companions, while majority of warm132

Jupiters (Á 63 ˘ 14%) have nearby planetary companions. Both of these values are lower limits: that is,133

additional perturbers may exist that are too low-mass or have a period ratio P 1{P too large for our current134

detection limits [33]. Our results demonstrate a higher fraction of both hot and warm Jupiters with nearby135
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companions than has been found in previous studies [18, 19].136

Comparison to the Transit Detection Rate137

Next, we examined whether these Jupiters’ nearby companions should typically transit their host stars, and,138

correspondingly, whether these companions should have been detectable in the Kepler dataset. We calculated139

the expected values by combining our predicted nearby companion rates with the well-constrained Kepler140

detection efficiency for low-mass planetary companions [34]. In all systems, we assumed a low mutual141

inclination imut “ 0 ˘ 10 between the Jupiter and its nearby companion. We adopted the same parameter142

distributions for companions to hot and warm Jupiters.143

The expected number of Kepler Jupiters with an additional, detectable transiting planet companion is144

consistent with observations within 1σ. However, while we expected to find 2 ˘ 1 Kepler Jupiters with145

orbital periods between 1 ´ 3 days in compact multi-transiting planetary systems, none were found. It is146

possible that hot Jupiters’ nearby companions have either higher inclinations, smaller radii, or larger period147

ratios compared to warm Jupiters’, making them difficult to detect. Because this is only a 2σ discrepancy,148

the absence of additional observed transiting companions to the hottest Kepler Jupiters may simply result149

from small-number statistics.150

In conclusion, we found no compelling evidence for large mutual inclinations between Kepler Jupiters and151

their nearby companions by comparing our companion rate derived from TTVs with that from Kepler transit152

detection.153

Overview of Findings154

Our final results are summarized as follows:155

• We detected TTVs for 16 Jupiter-sized planets in the Kepler dataset – including two hot Jupiters –156

substantially increasing the rate of observed TTVs in short-period Jovian systems.157

• We demonstrated that, in addition to limitations imposed by the data’s time baseline, the absence of158

previously observed TTV signals for Kepler hot Jupiters [18] may result from an observational bias.159

This is because the TTV technique is more sensitive to warm Jupiters’ nearby planetary companions160

than to those of hot Jupiters.161

• By correcting for TTV detection completeness, we demonstrated that a substantial fraction of hot162

Jupiters (at minimum 13˘7%) have nearby planetary companions, while majority of warm Jupiters (at163

minimum 63˘14%) have nearby planetary companions. Here, we define “nearby planetary companions”164
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in situ formation:  

companions retained 

(≳13% of hot Jupiter systems)

high-eccentricity migration: 

no companions retained 

(≲87% of hot Jupiter systems)

Figure 3: Key formation pathways for hot Jupiter systems. Each pathway begins from the formation of
massive planetesimal cores throughout the disk. Purple: The inner super-Earth core experiences in situ

runaway gas accretion to produce a hot Jupiter, and neighboring planets remain in the system. Blue:

Two or more cores further out in the disk experience runaway gas accretion, which can initialize the high-
eccentricity migration framework. The cold Jupiters may interact via planet-planet scattering, launching
one gas giant onto a highly eccentric orbit and removing companions from the system. The gas giant’s orbit
circularizes and tidally realigns over time, producing an isolated hot Jupiter.

as companions with period ratios and radii analogous to those within Kepler multi-planet systems165

(typically with P 1{P „ 1.5 ´ 4 and Rp „ 1 ´ 4R‘).166

• No assumption of large mutual inclinations is required to ensure that our observed rate of nearby167

companions is consistent with the Kepler sample of transit detections.168

Discussion169

Combining our findings with other major demographic properties of hot and warm Jupiters [4], we put170

forth a new and unified framework for short-period gas giant formation that is fully consistent with all171

observational constraints. Our dynamical search has unveiled a higher fraction of hot and warm Jupiters172

with nearby planetary companions than previous results have found [18, 19, 20, 21], favoring a relatively cool173

dynamical history for short-period gas giants. This result indicates that at least „ 13% of hot Jupiters and174

the majority of warm Jupiters — those that have successfully maintained their nearby planetary companions175

— must form quiescently. We propose that the other 87% of hot Jupiters formed through dynamically violent176

high-eccentricity migration dominantly triggered by planet-planet interaction. Our framework is summarized177

in Figure 3.178

In our framework, super-Earth cores form throughout the natal protoplanetary disk– consistent with the179

high occurrence rate of super-Earths detected with Kepler [35]. Some of these cores are massive enough180
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to trigger runaway gas accretion (although the runaway process may not be needed [36]), and they become181

gas giants before the surrounding gas dissipates. Quiescently formed hot Jupiters (Á 13% of the total) were182

directly produced by this process, which allows them to retain nearby planetary companions.183

After the gaseous disk has dispersed, dynamical interactions further sculpt the architecture of each system.184

Systems with multiple short-period giant planets may experience scattering or collisions in the inner system,185

which have been shown to well reproduce the observed eccentricity distribution of close-orbiting giant planets186

[37, 38]. In systems with massive initial protoplanetary disks, several gas giants may form further out in187

the disk. Planet-planet interactions, including a combination of planet-planet scattering [6] and secular188

mechanisms (planet-planet Kozai-Lidov cycles [39] or secular chaos [10]), send some of these gas giants to189

highly eccentric orbits. These orbits are then tidally circularized to produce the remaining À 87% of hot190

Jupiters that lack nearby companions.191

A subset of isolated hot Jupiters may have instead been produced through high-eccentricity tidal migration192

triggered by secular Kozai-Lidov interactions with stellar companions [8]. However, hot Jupiter host stars do193

not have a sufficiently high rate of binary companions capable of inducing Kozai-Lidov oscillations (at most194

16 ˘ 5% [40]) for star-planet interactions to be the dominant source of hot Jupiters. By contrast, previous195

work found that 70 ˘ 8% of hot Jupiters have an outer 1 ´ 13MJ companion at a separation between 1 and196

20 au [41, 42]. The prevalence of these distant giant companions suggests that planet-planet interactions197

may be a dominant contributor toward high-eccentricity migration in hot Jupiter systems. Furthermore, hot198

Jupiters on eccentric orbits have been found primarily around metal-rich stars, which may be more capable199

of producing multiple massive planets that would trigger high-eccentricity migration [43].200

Our framework is also in excellent agreement with previous results demonstrating that the obliquity distribu-201

tion of hot Jupiters is consistent with high-eccentricity migration as the predominant hot Jupiter formation202

mechanism [44]. By contrast, observed warm Jupiters in single-star systems are significantly less misaligned203

than their hot Jupiter counterparts (Rice et al., in prep). While hot Jupiters orbiting single stars are com-204

monly misaligned through high-eccentricity migration, warm Jupiters in single-star systems instead have205

orbits aligned with the equator of their host star, as would be anticipated in our framework of quiescent206

formation within aligned protoplanetary disks.207

Our results produce several predictions that are testable in the immediate future. For example, hot Jupiters208

have been found around some pre-main-sequence T Tauri stars [45, 46]. Because of the young ages of these209

systems, high-eccentricity migration likely could not deliver all hot Jupiters to their final short orbits around210

these stars. As a result, we predict that a reduced occurrence rate for hot Jupiters should be observed around211
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T Tauri stars as compared with main sequence stars. Furthermore, since, in our framework, a significant212

fraction of hot Jupiters form through planet-planet triggered high-eccentricity migration, we expect that213

cold-Jupiter companions to hot Jupiters should be more eccentric than cold-Jupiter companions to warm214

Jupiters, which did not experience a violent evolutionary history.215

Our framework also solves two critical issues faced by individual formation channels. On the one hand,216

high-eccentricity migration alone cannot reproduce the large population of observed warm Jupiters with217

low eccentricities [47], which, in our framework, form via the in situ process. On the other hand, in situ218

formation alone cannot account for all discovered hot Jupiters– especially those with high eccentricities [48],219

which, in our framework, are produced by high-eccentricity migration.220

In our framework, the absence of short-period gas giants in our own solar system simply reflects the solar221

system’s formation from a relatively low-mass disk relative to those from which most discovered exoplanets222

formed [49]. The inner disk of the solar system likely did not contain sufficient material to form a massive223

core capable of triggering run-away accretion, as would be needed to produce an in situ hot or warm Jupiter.224

Less massive disks are similarly less likely to form multiple massive planets further out that would trigger225

high-eccentricity migration and deliver a cold gas giant to the inner system. Our solar system is therefore a226

natural outcome of planet formation in a lower-mass disk, representing a scaled-down version of the high-mass227

extrasolar systems within which hot and warm Jupiters have formed.228
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Online Methods1

A. Detailed Sample Selection2

Our sample includes the population of Jupiter-sized (8R‘ ď Rp ď 16R‘) planets from the Kepler dataset3

with impact parameter b ă 0.9. Transit parameters were drawn from Kepler DR25 [1], with refined stellar4

radii (and therefore planetary radii) from Gaia DR2 [2].5

Our Jupiter sample exhibits periods from P “ 1 ´ 300 days, with an upper period limit set to ensure that6

nearly all Jupiters produce at least 5 transiting events across the „ 1500 -day Kepler dataset. We restrict our7

sample to F-, G-, and K-type main sequence stars with stellar effective temperature 4700K ď Teff ď 6500K8

and surface gravity log g ě 4.0. Our final sample includes 101 Jupiter-sized planets.9

B. TTV Search Techniques10

We applied three separate methods to search for significant TTV signals, described in detail here.11

Detection Method 1: Excess Scatter in TTVs12

We first identified systems with TTV scatter that is larger than expected. This “excess scatter” was calcu-13

lated using the modified χ2 of TTVs of a system [3, 4], defined as:14

χ2

modified “ N
pmedianpt|TTVi|uqq2

σ2

TTV

, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N (1)

where N is the number of TTV measurements and σTTV is the corresponding TTV uncertainty of each15

measurement. Instead of taking each individual TTV measurement into account as in the conventional χ2
16

metric, χ2

modified
uses the median value of the TTVs. This median value is less sensitive to outliers, such17

that χ2

modified
is less sensitive to individual bad measurements. This provides a more robust detection for18

true TTV signals.19

We applied a χ2´test on χ2

modified
and obtained the corresponding p-value for each system, where the null20

hypothesis corresponds to no transit mid-time deviations from a linear transit ephemeris. We identified21

TTVs as significant if p ă 10´4.22

Detection Method 2: Correlated Variations in TTVs23

The “alarm” A score [5] of a time series is sensitive to the correlated variations without assuming any24

functional shape of the variations. It is defined as:25

1



A “
1

χ2

n
ÿ

i“1

˜

TTVi,1

σTTVi,1

` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
TTVi,j

σTTVi,j

` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
TTVi,ki

σTTVi,ki

¸2

, (2)

where TTVi,j is the jth TTV measurement of the ith “run”, and σTTVi,j
is the corresponding uncertainty. A26

“run” is defined as a maximal series of consecutive TTVs with the same sign (compared with linear orbital27

ephemerides). The total number of runs is given by n, and ki is the total number of TTV measurements in28

the ith run.29

We determined the False Alarm Possibility (FAP) of the calculated A score by obtaining alarm scores for30

10,000 different random permutations of the same TTV series. A TTV signal was identified as significant if31

the FAP of the A score was less than 10´4.32

Detection Method 3: Periodic Signals in TTVs33

The χ2
modified and A tests have relatively low sensitivity to periodic TTVs with low amplitudes. In order34

to maximize our detection yield, we also produced a Lomb-Scargle periodogram [6] for each system. We35

identified the highest peak and calculated its FAP. We identified periodicities with FAP ă 10´4 as significant36

detections.37

C. TTV Validation38

In our validation process, we tested whether the observed TTVs could have been produced by sources other39

than nearby planets. Potential sources of spurious TTV signals include starspots, sampling aliases, distant40

planetary and stellar companions. We summarize our tests for each of these possibilities below.41

Starspots42

Spurious TTVs can be produced by the deformation of planet transits by stellar activity — in particular,43

starspots [7]. In addition to altering the measured transit mid-times, starspots also produce global modu-44

lations in each light curve as the host star rotates. This manifests in the Kepler transit photometry as a45

significant local slope in the system’s light curve (that is, the stars’ flux derivative).46

Of our 23 identified TTV systems, we found that four of them (KOI 203.01, KOI 208.01, KOI 883.01, and47

KOI 1458.01) show correlations between their TTVs and the local slope of the light curves. The observed48

correlations are likely caused by starspot crossing. Two of the four excluded systems (KOI 203.01 and KOI49

883.01) also have peak TTV periods (11.97 ˘ 0.9 days and 9.07 ˘ 1.3 days, respectively) that are similar to50
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their host stars’ rotational period (12.05 days and 9.01 days, respectively). As a result, we removed these four51

systems from our final TTV sample. The remaining 19 TTV systems do not demonstrate any periodicities52

related to the host stars’ rotation periods or their harmonics measured from global modulations in their53

Kepler light curves [8, 7].54

Sampling Aliases55

Non-astrophysical effects, such as stroboscopic sampling, can also mimic significant TTVs [9]. As a result, we56

checked whether our detected TTVs may arise as an alias of the Kepler sampling frequency. We calculated57

the stroboscopic periods of the measured TTVs following the methods of previous work [9]. We found that58

KOI 135.01 and KOI 208.01 have TTV periods (737 ˘ 164 days and 373 ˘ 25 days, respectively) near the59

stroboscopic periods or their harmonics (1532 days and 340 days, respectively). Therefore, we excluded these60

systems from our final TTV sample.61

Stellar Companions62

We also tested the possibility that the TTV signals are produced by a stellar companion [10]. For each system,63

we queried for all neighboring sources within the SIMBAD database [11], and we examined the projected64

separation, proper motion, and parallax to search for comoving companions. We adopted the same criteria65

for stellar companions that were outlined in previous work [12].66

Ultimately, we found that none of the Jupiters with significant TTVs are located in systems with a known67

stellar companion. Two of our systems, KOI 523.01 and KOI 564.02, were found with projected separation68

within 5 pc of nearby stellar sources (2MASS J19041830+4503558 and 2MASS J19370034+4216580, respec-69

tively). No proper motion or parallax measurements have been reported for either candidate companion.70

An additional stellar companion in a transiting planet system will induce TTVs via 1) gravitational perturba-71

tions between the stellar companion and the transiting planet [10] and 2) the light travel time effect induced72

by the movement of the host star [13]. The TTV period produced by both effects should be equivalent to73

the orbital period of the stellar companion. None of our detected TTV signals, with typical TTV periods74

of several thousand days, can be produced by stellar companions unless they are nonphysically close to the75

planetary host stars.76

Very Distant Planetary Companions77

We then checked whether each of our identified TTV signals may instead be associated with a very distant78

planetary companion. Distant planetary companions can be distinguished by the non-sinusoidal TTV signals79

that they induce.80
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We found that two of our detected TTVs (KOI 824.01 and KOI 1474.01) are consistent with apparent non-81

sinusoidal variations. Previous work found that the non-sinusoidal TTVs of KOI 824.01, a P “ 15 day warm82

Jupiter, are likely caused by a 94MJup companion at a “ 2.8 AU [14], while the TTVs of KOI 1474.01, a83

P “ 70 day warm Jupiter, are likely caused by a 7.3MJup companion at a “ 1.7 AU [15]. Thus, we exclude84

KOI 824.01 and KOI 1474.01 to ensure that all of our validated Jupiter TTVs are consistent with an origin85

from a nearby planetary companion.86

Other possibilities87

Lastly, we searched for the signatures of other timing effects, such as apsidal procession [16], orbital decay88

[17], or general relativistic effects [18]. None of these possibilities are consistent with our detected TTV89

signals.90

D. Sensitivity of the TTV Technique to Jupiters’ Companions91

To contextualize our findings, we evaluated the detection sensitivity of the TTV technique to Jupiters’ nearby92

planetary companions. In this section, we first describe the detection biases inherent to the TTV detection93

method through a semi-analytic approach (Section D1.). We then describe the series of injection-recovery94

tests used to evaluate our detection efficiency as a function of the Jupiter’s orbital period (Section D2.).95

By accounting for the true detection sensitivity of the TTV technique, we calculated the corrective factor96

necessary to determine the true fraction of Jupiters with nearby planet companions.97

D1. Semi-Analytic Approach98

Given a transiting Jupiter with orbital period P and mass m, as well as a perturbing planet with orbital99

period P 1 and mass m1 around a host star with stellar mass M˚ and stellar radius R˚, the TTV amplitude100

VTTV for the transiting Jupiter can be described as101

VTTV „ P
m1

M˚

fp
P 1

P
, e1q, (3)

where fpP
1

P
, e1q is a function of the period ratio between perturbing planet and transiting Jupiter (P

1

P
) and102

the orbital eccentricity e1 of the perturbing planet [19, 20]. This relation holds irrespective of whether the two103

planets are near mean-motion resonance. Equation 3 demonstrates that the TTV signal is proportional to104

the orbital period of the transiting Jupiter (P ). The longer the orbital period, the larger the TTV amplitude.105
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The uncertainty of a transit mid-time σTTV is given by106

σTTV „ T
1{2
14

ˆ

Rp

R˚

˙´3{2

, (4)

where Rp{R˚ is the radius ratio between the transiting Jupiter and the host star [19]. T14, the transit107

duration of the Jupiter, is proportional to P 1{3 such that108

σTTV „ P 1{6

ˆ

Rp

R˚

˙´3{2

. (5)

The signal-to-noise ratio of the TTVs, therefore, has the form109

SNRTTV “
VTTV

σTTV

„ P 5{6 m1

M˚
f

´P 1

P
, e1

¯´Rp

R˚

¯3{2

, (6)

which is consistent with the functional form derived in previous work [21].110

For a given set of host star (M˚ and R˚) and perturbing planet (m1, e1, and P
1

P
) properties, the SNR of111

observed TTVs for a transiting planet is an increasing function of its orbital period:112

SNRTTV „ P 5{6 . (7)

All else equal, TTV measurements for hot Jupiters should have a lower SNR than analogous measurements113

of warm Jupiters.114

D2. Injection-Recovery Initialization115

In our injection-recovery tests, we generated a set of 200 trial Jupiters around solar-mass (M‹ “ 1.0Md)116

stars with orbital periods randomly drawn from a uniform distribution. Planetary radii were randomly117

drawn from the Kepler DR25 Jupiter radius distribution between 8R‘ and 16R‘.118

We then injected a nearby planet into each trial Jupiter system. The radii and period ratios of the injected119

planets were randomly drawn from the distributions spanned by Kepler multi-planetary systems. Both120

interior and exterior perturbers were considered. The planetary radii were converted to masses based on a121

mass-radius relation [22].122

All systems were initialized with the following orbital conditions:123

1. Both planets are initially on circular orbits.124
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Table 1: KOIs with significant TTVs.

KOI Planet Radius Planet Period TTV Amplitude TTV period Detection Method
rR‘s [days] [min] [days]

202.01 14.44 1.72 0.62 1274.44 TTV periodicity
209.02 8.37 18.80 7.65 50.69 χ2

modified

523.01 9.01 49.4 10.28 1210.52 χ2

modified

564.02 10.11 127.91 31.14 1236.11 χ2

modified

620.02 9.04 130.18 8.69 1316.56 χ2

modified

760.01 11.69 4.96 1.24 1114.52 A score, TTV periodicity
806.01 8.80 143.21 51.78 383.61 χ2

modified

806.02 12.04 60.32 23.63 1016.05 χ2

modified
, A score

834.01 9.15 23.65 4.78 384.01 TTV periodicity
918.01 10.17 39.64 4.75 835.49 χ2

modified
, A score

1103.01 9.32 90.12 44.90 1068.05 χ2

modified

1353.01 11.15 125.87 4.94 1029.73 χ2

modified

1477.01 9.27 169.50 47.59 933.70 χ2

modified

1574.01 10.28 114.74 8.92 560.87 χ2

modified

1790.01 8.31 130.35 17.05 601.51 χ2

modified

3683.01 10.50 214.31 5.65 1006.82 χ2

modified

2. The mutual inclination imut between the two planet orbits follows a Gaussian distribution with expected125

value µimut
“ 0˝ and standard deviation σimut

“ 1˝: imut P N pµ “ 0˝;σ “ 1˝q.126

3. Both planets follow a uniform distribution between 0˝ and 360˝ for the longitude of the ascending node127

(Ω, Ω1), and the initial mean anomaly (M0, M
1
0); that is, Ω, Ω

1, M0, M
1
0 P Up0˝; 360˝q.128

4. The planetary system is Hill stable (P 1{P ą 1.36) [23].129

We integrated each system over a span of 1,500 days, using the TTVFast code [24] to compute the transit mid-130

times. The uncertainties of the transit mid-times (σTTV) were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution131

between 0 ´ 2min, which is similar to the typical TTV uncertainties measured from the Kepler dataset [4].132

Then, we quantified the detection completeness in each period bin by calculating the fraction of injected133

TTVs that were identified as significant, employing the same procedures applied to the injection-free Kepler134

dataset (see Section B of the Online Methods).135

We repeated this process 100 times for each period bin. The final TTV detection completeness in each period136

bin was calculated as the median value of the detection completeness of the 100 groups, and the 1σ errors137

were calculated as the corresponding standard deviations.138

E. Comparison with Previous TTV Studies139

For the 84 Jupiter candidates included in both our analysis and a previous Kepler TTV study [4], we obtain140
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the same TTV identification on 81 of them. We identified KOI 209.02 as a significant TTV target based141

on its excess scatter (χmodified “ 163.33,with p ă 1 ˆ 10´6 ), while it was undetected in the previous work142

[4]. Previous study confirmed that KOI 209.02’s TTVs is caused by additional transiting planet in the same143

system [25]. Two candidates identified as significant TTV targets in previous work, KOI 1335.01 and KOI144

1552.01, did not pass any of the detection criteria that we set, nor the thresholds of the previous work;145

they were instead identified in previous work based on visual inspection [4]. To maintain objectivity in our146

results, we do not consider any candidates that are not identified by our quantitative metrics.147

None of our candidates were recovered by analogous work that included only six quarters of Kepler data148

and a much smaller Jupiter sample [26]. This work detected TTV signals for five Jupiter-sized planetary149

candidates; four of them (KOI 190.01, KOI 1003.01, KOI 1177.01 and KOI 1382.01), however, were later150

flagged as false positives in Kepler DR25. Although KOI 137.02 (Kepler-18c) shows a robust TTV signal,151

it was later confirmed to be a super-Earth [27]. All five of these systems were therefore excluded from our152

initial sample of 101 Kepler Jupiters.153

To prove that our candidates were newly recovered due to the longer temporal baseline of our dataset, we154

applied our detection pipeline to conduct the same analysis using only the first six quarters of Kepler data.155

We confirmed the key result that no hot Jupiters show robust TTVs in this less extended dataset. From156

this analysis, we also identified four warm-Jupiter systems (KOI 209.02, KOI 806.02, KOI 918.01 and KOI157

1474.01) with significant TTV signals. All four targets were unreported in the previous search because all158

have orbital periods longer than the upper period boundary set by that work (P “ 15.8 days) [26].159

F. Comparison with Observed Transiting Companions160

To compare our results with transit detection constraints from Kepler, we conducted an additional set of161

injection tests. We randomly assigned nearby companions to the 101 Jupiter systems in our full sample,162

with the companion probability set by our observed fraction of nearby companions in each period bin (see163

Table 1 in the main text). Injected companions were added with the following constraints:164

1. The mutual inclination between the companion and the Jupiter was randomly selected from a Gaussian165

distribution imut “ 0 ˘ 1˝.166

2. The planetary radius of the companion was randomly selected from the observed distribution of planets167

with Rp ă 8 R‘ in Kepler multiplanet systems.168

3. The period ratio between the companion and the Jupiter was randomly selected from the Kepler period169

ratio distribution, with values P 1{P ă 4. To ensure Hill stability, we set a lower limit P 1{P ą 1.36.170

A planet on a circular orbit is observed to transit its host star if it has an orbital inclination 90
˝

´171
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arctanpR‹{aq ă i ă 90˝ ` arctanpR‹{aq, where a perfectly edge-on orbit has i “ 90˝. The orbital inclination172

of the Jupiter was randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between the minimum and maximum value173

of this transiting range, while the orbital inclination of the companion was chosen with imut “ 0˘1˝ relative174

to the Jupiter.175

Then, we determined for each system whether the injected companion (if present) falls within the expected176

detection limits of Kepler. If the planet falls outside of the inclination limits of a transiting planet, then177

it is not detectable. The completeness fraction for a given planet radius and orbital period is quantified178

as ftot “ fS{NpR,P qfvetpR,P q, where fS{NpR,P q is the Kepler detection efficiency, while fvetpR,P q is the179

vetting completeness. The fraction fS{NpR,P q has been constrained using KeplerPORTS [28], while we180

calculated fvetpR,P q on a 100 ˆ 100 grid of logarithmically spaced radii and logarithmically spaced orbital181

periods following the methods of previous work [29]. The exact value of fvetpR,P q for each system was then182

interpolated from this grid.183

Based on this analysis, we found that 2 ˘ 1 Jupiters in each period bin should have detected transiting184

companions. This is consistent with our TTV results for all bins except the shortest-period systems (1.0185

days ď P ă 3.0) days, where we found a 2σ disrepancy. This suggests that nearby companions to the186

hottest Jupiters may have relatively high inclinations, small radii, or large period ratios by comparison with187

companions to warm Jupiters.188

Code availability189

All codes used in this study will be publicly available before publication.190

Data availability191

All data generated or analyzed during this study are publicly available as part of the Kepler dataset.192
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